A topologically ordered material is characterized by a rare quantum organization of electrons that evades the conventional spontaneously broken symmetry based classification of condensed matter. Exotic spin transport phenomena such as the dissipationless quantum spin Hall effect have been speculated to originate from a novel topological order whose identification requires a spin sensitive measurement, which does not exist to this date in any system (neither in Hg(Cd)Te quantum wells nor in the topological insulator BiSb). Using spin-ARPES in a Mott polarimetric mode, we probe the spin degrees of freedom of these quantum spin Hall states and demonstrate that topological quantum numbers are uniquely determined from spin texture imaging measurements. Applying this method to the Bi 1−x Sb x series, we identify the origin of its novel order and unusual chiral properties. These results taken together constitute the first observation of surface electrons collectively carrying a geometrical quantum Berry's phase and definite chirality (mirror Chern number, n M =-1), which are the key electronic properties for realizing topological computing bits with intrinsic spin Hall-like topological phenomena. Our spin-resolved results not only provides the first clear proof of a topological insulating state in nature but also demonstrate the utility of spin-resolved-ARPES technique in measuring the quantum spin Hall phases of matter. * Electronic address: mzhasan@Princeton.edu Ordered phases of matter such as a superfluid or a ferromagnet are usually associated with the breaking of a symmetry and are characterized by a local order parameter [1] , and the typical experimental probes of these systems are sensitive to order parameters. The discovery of the quantum Hall effects in the 1980s revealed a new and rare type of order that is derived from an organized collective quantum motion of electrons [2] [3] [4] . These so-called "topologically ordered phases" do not exhibit any symmetry breaking and are characterized by a topological number [5] as opposed to a local order parameter. The classic experimental probe of topological quantum numbers is magneto-transport, where measurements of the quantization of Hall conductivity σ xy = ne 2 /h (where e is the electric charge and h is Planck's constant) reveals the value of the topological number n that characterizes the quantum Hall effect state [6] .
Recent theoretical and experimental studies suggest that a new class of quantum Hall-like topological phases can exist in spin-orbit materials without external magnetic fields, with interest centering on two examples, the "quantum spin Hall insulator" [7] [8] [9] and the "strong topological insulator" [10, 11] . Their topological order is believed to give rise to unconventional spin physics at the sample edges or surfaces with potential applications ranging from dissipationless spin currents [12] to topological (fault-tolerant) quantum computing [13] .
However, unlike conventional quantum Hall systems, these novel topological phases do not necessarily exhibit a quantized charge or spin response (σ xy = ne 2 /h) [14, 15] . In fact, the spin polarization is not a conserved quantity in a spin-orbit material. Thus, their topological quantum numbers, the analogues of n, cannot be measured via the classic von Klitzing-type [2] transport methods.
Here we show that spin-resolved angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (spin-ARPES) can perform analogous measurements for topological metals and insulators. We measured all of the topological numbers for Bi 1−x Sb x and provide an identification of its spintexture, which heretofore was unmeasured despite its surface states having been observed [10] . The measured spin texture reveals the existence of a non-zero geometrical quantum phase (Berry's phase [16, 17] ) and the handedness or chiral properties. More importantly, this technique enables us to investigate aspects of the metallic regime of the Bi 1−x Sb x series, such as spin properties in pure Sb, which are necessary to determine the microscopic origin of topological order. Our measurements on pure metallic Sb show that its surface carries a geometrical (Berry's) phase and chirality property unlike the conventional spin-orbit metals 3 such as gold (Au), which has zero net Berry's phase and no net chirality [18] .
Strong topological materials are distinguished from ordinary materials such as gold by a topological quantum number, ν 0 = 1 or 0 respectively [14, 15] . For Bi 1−x Sb x , theory has shown that ν 0 is determined solely by the character of the bulk electronic wave functions at the L point in the three-dimensional (3D) Brillouin zone (BZ). When the lowest energy conduction band state is composed of an antisymmetric combination of atomic p-type orbitals (L a ) and the highest energy valence band state is composed of a symmetric combination (L s ), then ν 0 = 1, and vice versa for ν 0 = 0 [11] . Although the bonding nature (parity) of the states at L is not revealed in a measurement of the bulk band structure, the value of ν 0 can be determined from the spin-textures of the surface bands that form when the bulk is terminated. In particular, a ν 0 = 1 topology requires the terminated surface to have a Fermi surface (FS) [1] that supports a non-zero Berry's phase (odd as opposed to even multiple of π), which is not realizable in an ordinary spin-orbit material.
In a general inversion symmetric spin-orbit insulator, the bulk states are spin degenerate because of a combination of space inversion symmetry [E( k, ↑) = E(− k, ↑)] and time
Because space inversion symmetry is broken at the terminated surface, the spin degeneracy of surface bands can be lifted by the spin-orbit interaction [19] [20] [21] . However, according to Kramers theorem [16] , they must remain spin degenerate at four special time reversal invariant momenta ( k T =Γ,M) in the surface BZ [11] , which for the (111) surface of Bi 1−x Sb x are located atΓ and three equivalentM points [see Fig.1(A) ].
Depending on whether ν 0 equals 0 or 1, the Fermi surface pockets formed by the surface bands will enclose the four k T an even or odd number of times respectively. If a Fermi surface pocket does not enclose k T (=Γ,M), it is irrelevant for the topology [11, 20] . Because the wave function of a single electron spin acquires a geometric phase factor of π [16] as it evolves by 360 • in momentum space along a Fermi contour enclosing a k T , an odd number of Fermi pockets enclosing k T in total implies a π geometrical (Berry's) phase [11] . In order to realize a π Berry's phase the surface bands must be spin-polarized and exhibit a partner switching [11] dispersion behavior between a pair of k T . This means that any pair of spin-polarized surface bands that are degenerate atΓ must not re-connect atM, or must separately connect to the bulk valence and conduction band in betweenΓ andM. The partner switching behavior is realized in Fig. 1(C) because the spin down band connects to and is degenerate with different spin up bands atΓ andM. The partner switching behavior is realized in Fig. 2 (A) because the spin up and spin down bands emerging fromΓ separately merge into the bulk valence and conduction bands respectively betweenΓ andM.
We first investigate the spin properties of the topological insulator phase. Spin-integrated ARPES [19] intensity maps of the (111) We investigated the quantum origin of topological order in this class of materials. It has been theoretically speculated that the novel topological order originates from the parities 5 of the electrons in pure Sb and not Bi [11, 23] . It was also noted [20] that the origin of the topological effects can only be tested by measuring the spin-texture of the Sb surface, which has not been measured. Based on quantum oscillation and magneto-optical studies, the bulk band structure of Sb is known to evolve from that of insulating Bi 1−x Sb x through the hole-like band at H rising above E F and the electron-like band at L sinking below E F [23] .
The relative energy ordering of the L a and L s states in Sb again determines whether the surface state pair emerging fromΓ switches partners [ Fig.2(A) ] or not [ Fig.2(B) ] betweenΓ andM, and in turn determines whether they support a non-zero Berry's phase.
In a conventional spin-orbit metal such as gold, a free-electron like surface state is split into two parabolic spin-polarized sub-bands that are shifted in k-space relative to each other [18] . Two concentric spin-polarized Fermi surfaces are created, one having an opposite sense of in-plane spin rotation from the other, that encloseΓ. Such a Fermi surface arrangement, like the schematic shown in figure 2 (B), does not support a non-zero Berry's phase because the k T are enclosed an even number of times (2 for most known materials).
However, for Sb, this is not the case. Confirmation of a surface π Berry's phase rests critically on a measurement of the relative spin orientations (up or down) of the SS bands nearΓ so that the partner switching is indeed realized, which cannot be done without spin resolution. Spin resolution was achieved using a
Mott polarimeter that measures two orthogonal spin components of a photoemitted electron [27, 28] . These two components are along the y ′ and z ′ directions of the Mott coordinate frame, which lie predominantly in and out of the sample (111) plane respectively. Each of these two directions represents a normal to a scattering plane defined by the photoelectron incidence direction on a gold foil and two electron detectors mounted on either side (left and right) [ Fig.3(A) ]. Strong spin-orbit coupling of atomic gold is known to create an asymmetry in the scattering of a photoelectron off the gold foil that depends on its spin component normal to the scattering plane [28] . This leads to an asymmetry between the left intensity
, which is related to the spin polarization P y ′ ,z ′ = (1/S ef f ) × A y ′ ,z ′ through the Sherman function S ef f = 0.085 [27, 28] . Spin-resolved momentum distribution curve data sets of the SS bands along the −M-Γ-M cut at E B = −30 meV [ Fig.3(B) ] are shown for maximal intensity. Fig.3(F) ]. The measured spin texture of the Sb(111) surface states (Fig.3) , together with the connectivity of the surface bands (Fig.2) , uniquely determines its belonging to the ν 0 = 1 class. Therefore the surface of Sb carries a non-zero (π) Berry's phase via the inner V-shaped band and pure Sb can be regarded as the parent metal of the Bi 1−x Sb x topological insulator class, in other words, the topological order originates from the Sb wave functions.
Our spin polarized measurement methods ( Fig.1 and 3 ) uncover a new type of topological quantum number n M which provides information about the chirality properties. Topological band theory suggests that the bulk electronic states in the mirror (k y = 0) plane can be classified in terms of a number n M (=±1) that describes the handedness (either left or right handed) or chirality of the surface spins which can be directly measured or seen in spinresolved experiments [20] . We now determine the value of n M from our data. From figure   1 , it is seen that a single (one) surface band, which switches partners atM, connects the bulk valence and conduction bands, so |n M | = 1 (SOM F [22] ). The sign of n M is related to the direction of the spin polarization P of this band [20] , which is constrained by mirror symmetry to point along ±ŷ. Since the central electron-like FS enclosingΓ intersects six mirror invariant points [see Fig.3(B) ], the sign of n M distinguishes two distinct types of handedness for this spin polarized FS. Figures 1(F) and 3 show that for both Bi 1−x Sb x and Sb, the surface band that forms this electron pocket has P ∝ −ŷ along the k x direction, suggesting a left-handed rotation sense for the spins around this central FS thus n M = −1.
Therefore, both insulating Bi 1−x Sb x and pure Sb possess equivalent chirality properties − a definite spin rotation sense (left-handed chirality, see Fig.3(B) ) and a topological Berry's phase.
These spin-resolved experimental measurements reveal an intimate and straightforward connection between the topological quantum numbers (ν 0 , n M ) and the physical observables.
The ν 0 determines whether the surface electrons support a non-trivial Berry's phase, and if they do, the n M determines the spin handedness of the Fermi surface that manifests this Berry's phase. The 2D Berry's phase is a critical signature of topological order and is not realizable in isolated 2D electron systems, nor on the surfaces of conventional spin-orbit or exchange coupled magnetic materials. A non-zero Berry's phase is known, theoretically, to protect an electron system against the almost universal weak-localization behavior in their low temperature transport [11, 13] and is expected to form the key element for faulttolerant computation schemes [13, 29, 30] . Its remarkable realization on the Bi 1−x Sb x surface represents an unprecedented example of a 2D π Berry's phase, and opens the possibility for building realistic prototype systems to test quantum computing modules.
In summary, using Mott polarimetry, for the first time we probed the spin degrees of freedom of these quantum spin Hall states and demonstrated that topological quantum numbers are uniquely determined from spin texture imaging measurements. Applying this method to the Bi 1−x Sb x series, we identified the origin of its novel order and unusual chiral properties. These results taken together constitute the first observation of surface electrons collectively carrying a geometrical quantum Berry's phase and definite chirality (topological mirror Chern number n M =-1), which are the key electronic properties for realizing topological computing bits with intrinsic spin Hall-like topological phenomena. As discussed in the text, the hRS and e − RS count trivially. 
